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Born in 1985, over two decades of experience and countless releases on!
his name, Bryan Dalton grew up to be someone who distinguishes himself as!
an extraordinary DJ and producer. Known for his sublime DJ sets that match the
quality of his releases. Bryan grew up with a diversity of musical influences and with
a big passion for music he picked up his very first record at the age of 12.!
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He discovered his skills at this very young age and had the luxury of a wonderful
father who had his own club where Bryan started pursuing his career as a
professional DJ. In the following years Bryan did not go unnoticed in the dance
scene, his sound was picked up by numerous clubs, events and radio stations and
he was performing nationally and internationally soon after.!
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Bryan’s success in the studio did not go unnoticed either, his years of experience
pays off with releases like: Afrika, Rebola, Festa, Obey, and Tiburon just to name a
few and got supported by major (inter)national names like Roger Sanchez, Mark
Knight, Gregor Salto, Fedde Le Grand and many more..!
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Bryan’s growing reputation and success got him to the likes of many and with his
forthcoming releases and performances, his fans await even more of his unique
sound and refreshing ideas.!
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Apart from the success with his own releases, Bryan has also been working on
multiple co-productions behind the scenes for major artists and apart from that!
he also made some very good remixes over the years for artists like:!
Nicky Romero, Sander van Doorn and many others.!
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Bryan also started his very own monthly radioshow, be sure to listen and !
hear some exclusive previews of Bryan’s forthcoming releases and the very!
best house tracks out there.!
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Stay tuned for there is much more to come!
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